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QUESTION 1

The ZFS configuration on your server is: 

Pool1 6.67G31K/pool 

Pool1/data31K31K/data 

Select the three commands that you would use to 1. Create, 2. List, and 3. Delete a snapshot of the /data file system. 

A. zfs snapshot pool1/data@now 

B. zfs create snapshot pool1/data@now 

C. zfs list -t snapshot 

D. zfs list -t snapshot pool1/data 

E. zfs destroy pool1/data@now 

F. zfs destroy snapshot pool1/data@now 

Correct Answer: ADE 

A: Snapshots are created by using the zfs snapshot command, which takes as its only argument the name of the
snapshot to create. 

D: You can list snapshots as follows: # zfs list -t snapshot 

E: Snapshots are destroyed by using the zfs destroy command. For example: 

# zfs destroy tank/home/ahrens@now 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two SMF milestones can be specified at boot time? 

A. none 

B. network 

C. all 

D. config 

E. unconfig 

F. devices 

Correct Answer: AC 

The milestones that can be specified at boot time are 
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none single-user multi-user multi-user-server all 

 

QUESTION 3

The current ZFS configuration on server is: 

You need to backup the /data file system while the file system is active. 

Select the option that creates a full backup of the /data file system and stores the backup on server in the pool named
backup. 

A. Mount -F nfs system: /backup / mntzfs snapshot pool/data@monday>/mnt/Monday 

B. Mount -F nfs systemB: /backup/mntzfs snapshot pool1/data@Mondayzfs clone pool1/data@monday/ mnt/Monday 

C. Zfs send pool1/data@Monday | ssh system zfs recv backup/monday 

D. Zfs snapshot pool1/data@Monday | ssh system zfs recv backup/monday 

Correct Answer: C 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E23823_01/html/819-5461/ghzvz.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A user jack, using a korn shell, requests a directory listing as follows: 

jack@solaris:/export/home/jack $ 1s 

File filea Filea fileb Fileb filec Filec 

Which two statements are correct? 

A. The pattern [?i]*a will expand to filea Filea. 

B. The pattern [fF]*a? will expand to [fF] *a?. 

C. The pattern [gfe] * will expand to file filea fileb filec. 
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D. The pattern [g-e] * will expand to file filea fileb filec. 

E. The pattern [fF] [a-zA-z] i*e will expand to file. 

Correct Answer: AC 

A: starting with one single character, second character must be letter i, any characters, ending with letter a. 

C: starting with letter e, f, or g, followed by anything. 

 

QUESTION 5

View the Exhibit to see the information taken from the installation log file. 

Based on the information presented in the Exhibit, which two options describe the state of the system when the server is
booted for the first time after the installation is complete? 

A. NWAM will be used to configure the network interface. 

B. The network/physical service is offline. 

C. You cannot log in from the console as root. You must first log in as a user and then su to root account. 

D. The root user can log in from the console login. 

E. You will be prompted to configure the network interface after the initial login. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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